Innovative Products that Deliver
Continuous Improvement
Cost Savings Solutions
Sustainability

Floor-Mark®

Direct behavior, improve safety and reinforce standards.

Marking floors is one of the fastest and easiest
ways to direct behavior and create visual
communication in your work environment.
Not only will floor markings communicate what is
supposed to happen, you will reinforce the
standards in your workplace and create
SMART FLOORS with floor marking tape.

Not one floor-tape fits all applications. Visual Workplace provides
two options at different price points for a cost effective solution
based upon the types of traffic in your workplace. Floor-Mark
uses a pressure sensitive acrylic adhesive with a peel and
stick application for easy installation.

Standard Floor-Mark®:
>Ultra-low profile - 3.0 mil
> Ideal for pedestrian traffic
> Pressure Sensitive Permanent Acrylic Adhesive
> Excellent Water & Humidity Resistance

High Performance Floor-Mark®:
> Low profile - 14.0 mil to eliminate tripping hazards
> High-Tack Adhesive formulated high traffic areas
> Unique “High Bond” Acrylic Pressure Sensitive Adhesive
> 3.5 times thicker than our standard Floor-Mark®

®

Two options of Floor-Mark to choose from!
®

visualworkplaceinc.com / (877) 523-4088
Contact Sales for a PRODUCT DEMO, SAMPLES OR QUOTE

info@visualworkplaceinc.com

Floor-Mark®

Simple Application

Floor-Mark® comes in two options: Standard and High Performance.
No minimum order quantities and available in multiple widths. These are value priced.
Don’t settle for a product that almost works! Let our team help you decide what would work best for your company.
One step application - Peel & Stick. No Specific floor preparation, just clean area & let dry.

High Performance Floor-Mark®
High Performance was designed to withstand tough conditions, outperform paint and is the optimal choice for industrial workplaces.
Floor-Mark® High Performance uses an armor-like adhesive that provides long lasting performance, yet has the flexibility to
conform to uneven surfaces.
Featuring a low profile, unlike thicker high-traffic products that create tripping hazards and snag on pallets and mobile items.
Thicker and more durable; makes applying easy with less wrinkles and uneven lines.

Size

Item Number

2” x 100”

25-300-2100-(+ color code)

3” x 100”

25-300-3100-(+ color code)

4” x 100”

25-300-4100-(+ color code)

601 White

614 Green

618 Yellow

623 Red

634 Blue

Standard Floor-Mark®
Floor-Mark® outperforms standard tapes and is a thin,
durable profile designed specifically for industrial environments;
withstands foot traffic, floor scrubbers. Won’t stretch or fade.

Size

Item Number

1” x 100“

25-500-1100-(+ color code)

2” x 100”

25-500-2100-(+ color code)

3” x 100”

25-500-3100-(+ color code)

4” x 100”

25-500-4100-(+ color code)

5” x 100”

25-500-5100-(+ color code)

601 White
628 Orange

614 Green
620 Brown

618 Yellow
630 Purple

623 Red
627 Pink

634 Blue
603 Black

Visit our website for complete list of Floor-Mark® products.

Contact Sales for a PRODUCT DEMO, SAMPLES OR QUOTE

Let us help you with your project today!
Our goal is to make your experience extraordinary. Our
mission is to provide you with the highest quality products,
services and expertise that will keep you coming back!

Visualize. Improve. Sustain.
visualworkplaceinc.com / (877) 523-4088

info@visualworkplaceinc.com

